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Picture books — lovingly and collaboratively produced — go to the heart of
who Candlewick Press is as a company. We remain as committed to creating
the best possible picture books today as when we first started twenty years ago
with Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear? (“the most perfect children’s book ever written
or illustrated,” said the Sunday Times). Since then, the Maisy series, Library Lion,
I Want My Hat Back, and so many more favorites have been loved by generations
of children.
It is always a wonder to be part of the connection between reader and listener
in the world created by a picture book. To spread that wonder, this kit offers
materials to help you share your favorites with your children, patrons,
customers, and students. Enjoy!
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Reading Starts Here!
In August 2012 Candlewick will launch a 365-day online video celebration
of picture books on the website www.ReadingStartsHere.com. Each day
we will be sharing videos from our authors, illustrators, staff, family, and
other picture-book lovers. We will include videos we receive that were
created by teachers, librarians, and children as well.
Here’s how you can make a video honoring picture books and be part
of this campaign:
Create the video in a bright and quiet space. We want the audience to
be able to see and hear you.
The video should be short — about two minutes is good, but shorter
(or longer) is fine, too. It should be engaging, informal, and personal.
Begin by introducing yourself.
You may want to discuss why picture books matter and what picture books
mean to you, or just talk about your favorite picture book.
Conclude with “I Believe in Picture Books.”
Do not use music in the video unless you have written and performed the
music yourself.
We can receive your video submission via FTP digital delivery or physically
on CD/DVD/Flash Drive. You will also need to send in a signed copy of
our release form.
Please note that it will be difficult to return media, and therefore we
cannot guarantee a safe return.
For more detailed information on how to submit videos, and for the
release form that must be signed by everyone in your video (including
a release for all minor children), please follow this link:
www.candlewick.com/Picture_Book_Submissions.pdf
or e-mail us at anniversaryrelease@candlewick.com.
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Two of Candlewick’s well-loved picture books are A Visitor for Bear
and Interrupting Chicken. Use these activities to further the story fun!
A Visitor for Bear

Make a NO Sign
Perhaps every child’s favorite sight word (and often
the one they learn to spell first) is no. As you read
A Visitor for Bear, point out Bear’s NO VISITORS ALLOWED
sign. Then have children create their own signs
featuring the word NO followed by a blank for
children to fill in using words, illustrations, or both.
This project helps build letter knowledge.
A Visitor for Bear

Finger Puppets
After reading the story, have children color and cut
out the finger puppets. Encourage children to retell
the story with their puppets or make up new stories
for Bear and Mouse.
This project helps build narrative skills.
Interrupting Chicken

Doorknob Hanger
All Papa wants is for the little red chicken to stop
interrupting his bedtime stories, but she just
can’t help herself! Using the Doorknob Hanger
reproducible, children can choose to either
welcome an interruption or have some quiet time.
Displaying INTERRUPT ME! on one side and SHHH!
I’M READING on the other, this sign effectively —
and cheerfully — communicates a child’s mood.
Encourage children to color both sides of the
doorknob hanger, drawing their own images of the
little red chicken and Papa if they wish. An adult can
help young children cut out both sides of the sign
and attach the pieces to cardboard.

Interrupting Chicken

Out Jumps . . . !
The little red chicken is an enthusiastic participant
in her story — perhaps much like the children in your
group. Now you can give children an opportunity
to interrupt their own stories with this paper-plate
puppet project.
Using the “Out Jumps . . . !” reproducible, have
children color in the images of Papa and the little
red chicken and cut them out. You might also like
to provide collage elements such as feathers, craft
foam, and googly eyes for the children to add to their
images. Then instruct them to use tape or glue to
attach the picture of Papa to one side of the plate and
the little red chicken to the other. Some children
may prefer to draw their own characters directly onto
the plate. (Alternatively, children may wish to draw a
picture of themselves on one side and a picture of the
person who reads them a story on the other.)
Have children attach the plate to a craft stick to make
a handle. Now invite them to hold up one side of the
paper plate and let “Papa” tell a story. At the right
moment, they can turn the puppet around and . . .
“out jumps the little red chicken” to interrupt it!
This activity reinforces narrative skills.
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A Visitor for Bear

Make a NO Sign
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A Visitor for Bear

Finger Puppets

Illustrations copyright © 2008 by Kady MacDonald Denton
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Interrupting Chicken

FOLD ALONG THIS LINE.

Doorknob Hanger

Interrupt Shhh! I’m
Me!
Reading.
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Interrupting Chicken

Out Jumps . . . !

Illustrations copyright © 2010 by David Ezra Stein
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Candlewick Press

catalog essentials bestsellers & awards resources authors & illustrators about us

newsletters

Activities, guides, videos, and more . . .

Candlewick has a variety of fun and imaginative materials on our websites that
can be used to further the fun with our picture books.
On the resources page of www.candlewick.com . . .
Go to Activity Sheets & Reproducibles
to find:
F

 n I Want My Hat Back Make-Your-OwnA
Hat Activity Sheet

F

Coloring sheets for Pip and Posy

F

A Crazy Hair Day Activity Kit

F

 Library Lion Story-Hour Guide and
A
Event Kit

F

A Guess How Much I Love You Activity Kit

F

A Let’s Do Nothing! Activity Kit

. . . and more!

F

A Chris Van Dusen Teachers’ Guide
with activities for The Circus Ship, King
Hugo’s Huge Ego, and Randy Riley’s Really Big Hit

Go to Story-Hour Kits to find all our
Read to Us! Story-Hour kits and others.
Go to www.maisyfunclub.com to:

F

 Classroom Ideas guide for There’s Going
A
to Be a Baby

F

Color with Charley using printable
coloring sheets

F

A Classroom Ideas guide for Mirror

F

F

A Classroom Ideas guide for The Pencil,
The Runaway Dinner, and Previously

Create with Cyril by trying out fun
recipes and crafts

F

Play games with Tallulah, such as Follow
the Lines and Spot the Difference, plus
some online games as well

F

Read with Eddie

F

A Teachers’ Guide for If I Never Forever
Endeavor
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. . . and more!

Print your own book-talkers
and shelf-talkers to highlight
the books you’d like readers
to pick.
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Go to Teachers’ Guides to find:

PICTURE BO
OK!
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